
KENNEDY NOSTALGIA 

(Originally published March 1976 - reprinted from March 1963) 

 

The deglamorization of the late President Kennedy proceeds apace as more and 

more information about his private and public life seeps into print. These revelations 

always seem to offend a generation of older women who used to swoon at the sight of 

him. And they annoy almost all of a younger generation, who as children and teenagers 

were thoroughly brainwashed to Kennedy greatness by the Madison Avenue propaganda 

blitz employed so successfully by his efficient political organization. 

 

A former Harvard contemporary of his once recalled that the Kennedy mystique 

was operative even during college days before any political aspirations appeared. Joe, Jr. 

and Jack, who were in school at the same time, displayed the cocky "arrogance of wealth" 

that attracted a faithful clique of willing errand boys and disrupted dormitory life with an 

unfeeling disregard for rights of others. In later years, as the dashing junior senator from 

Massachusetts, J.F.K.'s record for absenteeism was exceeded only by the number of 

feminine conquests that built his reputation as the "greatest swordsman in the Senate." 

 

Those of us who watched cynically during those four frantic years of publicity 

buildup prior to his inauguration as President in 1960, still marvel at the ability of 

Kennedy forces to keep suppressed during an entire era the unsavory qualities that were 

apparently well known to the eastern press and to most knowledgeable observers around 

Boston, New York and Washington. 

 

A less than adulatory runaway bestseller J.F.K.:The Man & the Myth, by newsman 

Victor Lasky, published in 1962, disappeared quickly from bookstores and failed to be 

reprinted; the newsman himself disappeared almost as completely. To bring this about, 

one suspects that the tentacles of family wealth and influence might have gone into 

operation using some of the same persuasive techniques as did Huey Long during his 

heyday as Louisiana's dictator. Kennedy's "Irish Mafia" apparently did not come by the 

name innocently. 
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